PROTECT SWITCH

"ON" At this position, writing new data cannot be executed. That is, the data in memory is protected even if you happen to write new data.

"OFF" Set the protect switch to OFF before recording new data into the memory cartridge.

- To protect data, keep the protect switch "ON" except recording operation.
- Both of "ON" and "OFF" positions allow to readout the data in memory.
- The memory cartridge should not be put in or pulled out with the protect switch set to OFF; also the power switch of the master instrument should not be turned ON or OFF.

IMPORTANT NOTE

- The memory cartridge should be put in or pulled out vertically.
- The memory cartridge should be put in to the marked line. (If it cannot be put in, try again changing the direction of the cartridge.)
- Regarding the detailed recording operation, read the manual of its master instrument.
- The terminal of the memory cartridge should not be touched by electric conductive substance (metallic products etc) or finger which could well damage the memorized data.
- This cartridge features battery back up system to retain the memory. The batteries should be replaced with a new set in every five years. In this case, please have your local Roland dealer do the job. (The first replacement might be required before five years.)
- The memory cartridge should not be placed in high temperature and humidity, or where it may be affected by dust.
- Even if the memory cartridge is out of order, do not take it apart, but contact the nearest Roland service center.

http://www.joness.com/gr300/